



Iconicity and Intertextuality: 
A Close Linguistic Analysis of Haiku Texts by Bashō
????
Masako K. HIRAGA
?The ubiquity and mutual implication of Verb and Verbal Art 
impart a seminal unity to the forthcoming science of the two 
inseparable universals, Language and Poetry.?
Roman Jakobson and Linda R. Waugh, 
The Sound Shape of Language (1979, p.  231).
Abstract: This paper examines the rhetorical structure of two haiku 
texts by Bashō that display formal and semantic similarities. After 
introducing a methodological framework based on Peircean semiotics 
and Jakobsonian poetics, and giving brief historical backgrounds of 
each haiku text, it offers a detailed linguistic analysis that explains how 
iconicity navigates diagrammatic interpretations on the thematic and 
semantic representations, revising processes, syntactic structure, and 
phonology across the texts. Since the 18th century, there has appeared 
an enormous body of literature on haiku, most of which is philological 
and palaeographical in nature. Works on haiku from the perspectives of 
structural poetics and semiotics have dealt mostly on analysis of a single 
poetic text. The present research aims to expand the scope of inquiry 
from a single text to the interplay of multiple texts, and to demonstrate 
that this type of semiotic and structural approach could provide a new 
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???????????????????????????? 1995; ???1970; ???? 
2005?????????????????????????????????????????
???????????????cf. ?????? 1962, p. 37???p. 102??
?????? 1689? ?????
a. ????? ?????  ????
b.	 　　　　　	 蛙飛込　			 	 水のおと
c.		 山吹や　	 蛙飛込　	 	 水の音	 	 （晋子）
d.		 古池や　	 蛙飛こむ　	 	 水のおと	 蛙合（1689）
??????????? ????? , 1995, p. 276?
a.	 山寺や	 	 石にしみつく	 	 蝉の声	 	 曾良書留	（1689）
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b.	 淋しさの	 岩にしみ込	 	 蝉の声	 		 木枯らし	（1695）
c.	 さびしさや	 岩にしみ込	 	 蝉のこゑ	 初蝉	（1696）
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